
Empower your riders to mobilize 
their lives at any moment

Pay
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Transit is a promise of dignity, of freedom and of one’s 

mobility. It allows for spontaneity and the inclusion of anyone 

to reach a destination, access a job, and obtain healthcare. 

Regardless of a rider’s intent, need for transportation or 

selected mode, the experience in how he or she takes their 

journey should be the same for transit to fulfill its promise.

At Routematch, we recognize the role your agency plays in 

creating a better future for your riders. With so many people 

relying on your services, you need the right technology in 

place to keep you on pace with a modernizing community. 

Our solutions were developed with you and your customers 

in mind, so you can feel confident that any barriers keeping 

you from fulfilling the promise of transit is eliminated.

Connected in 
Transit
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Routematch Pay
Routematch Pay is a cloud-based automated 

fare collection (AFC) solution for paratransit and 

fixed route services. Pay supports the 

creation and management of a variety of 

fare media types and supports monitoring, 

data collection, and management of all fare 

collection devices within an agency’s system. 

Riders and agencies access Pay through secure 

web portals. Additonally, the system 

integrates directly with an appointed 

Payment Service Provider for all credit card 

processing. 

Our Pay solution modernizes your 

operations and reduces expensive cash 

management costs. Agencies benefit from 

reduced vehicle dwell time and enhanced 

visibility of fare collection. Pay increases 

rider loyalty by transforming the rider’s 

experience – and at the same time 

provides your agency with additional insight 

into how riders use and pay for services.

dezol
Cross-Out
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Riders
With Routematch Pay, riders can debit and credit accounts, or purchase passes 

right from the web or their smartphones. They are kept up to date on 

their account status via email or through the portal itself. 

dezol
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Moving you to
your destination.



Agencies
Agencies have immediate access to customer accounts, transaction history, 

and the tools needed to support riders. Pay offers a flexible back office 

management system to easily oversee fares and customer accounts. With 

account-based CRM-style functionality, agencies can also gather and better 

analyze rider information to improve programs and services. 
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Drivers
Drivers use the Pay mobile application to process rider payments. Routematch 

Pay fully integrates with existing Routematch products and in-vehicle 

hardware, allowing us to deliver a complete solution quickly and efficiently. 
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Rider Web Portal
The Rider Web Portal is one of Pay’s rider facing components, allowing  riders to: 

Calculate fares, add funds to account, and set notifications

Manage payment options; activate or deactivate smart cards and other fare media

View transaction and trip histories

Agency Web Portal
The Agency Web Portal allows an agency user to access customer and payment information and control how riders use Pay. 
Agency users can: 

Review rider accounts

Manage rider smart cards

Process rider refund requests

Generate payment reports

Mobile Driver App
The Pay driver mobile applications lets drivers focus on customer service, and easily handle fares, policies and services. 

Drivers can:

Directly access and review demand response rider accounts for fare collection

Add extra riders and guests

Calculate and process various payment types

Audibly and visually validate rider payments

RIDERS

AGENCIES

DRIVERSCore Pay
System



Transit is for everybody. Despite progress beyond the days of horse and 

buggy trails, waterways and railroads, not all routes lead to home, work or healthcare. At 

Routematch, we want to help change that—partnering with you to make improvements 

that affect the lives of your riders and the progress of your community. We are inspired 

by our role in creating positive change in people’s lives, and we design solutions with 

communities both large and small in mind. At the heart of our operation are real people, 

ready to support you and your team along the way. By powering change in your transit 

system, together we can offer everyone better ways to ride.

We invite you to learn more today!

sales@routematch.com 
888.840.8791    routematch.com




